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Informatics for the Clinical Laboratory: A Practical Guide for the Pathologist (Health Informatics)Springer, 2005

	This series is directed to healthcare professionals who are leading the tra- formation of health care by using information and knowledge. Launched in 1988 as Computers in Health Care, the series offers a broad range of titles: some addressed to specific professions such as nursing, medicine, and health administration; others to special areas...
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Autodesk Revit Architecture 2015: No Experience Required: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	Learn Revit Architecture the hands-on way


	For those who like to learn by doing, this Autodesk Official Press book shows you how to build a four-story office building one step at a time, providing you with real-world practice you might expect to encounter on the job. Concise explanations, focused examples, step-by-step...
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Medical Management of Diabetes and Heart Disease (Clinical Guides to Medical Management)CRC Press, 2002

	This state-of-the-art reference details current and effective symptom-specific strategies for the diagnosis and management of diabetic patients-emphasizing the exploration of therapeutic options available for the treatment of accelerated coronary complications associated with diabetes.

	

	Addresses the pathophysiology underlying...
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Java Software Solutions (8th Edition)Pearson Education, 2014

	Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLab  search for ISBN-10: 0133796280/ISBN-13: 9780133796285. That package includes ISBN-10: 0133594955/ISBN-13: 9780133594959 and...
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ALIEN Thinking: The Unconventional Path to Breakthrough IdeasPublicAffairs, 2021

	How do people come up with truly original ideas? The answer is to think outside the box—way outside.

	 

	For the past decade, Cyril Bouquet, Jean-Louis Barsoux, and Michael Wade, professors of innovation and strategy at IMD Business School, have studied inventors, scientists, doctors, entrepreneurs, and...
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Computer Systems Performance Evaluation and PredictionDigital Press, 2002
Computer Systems Performance Evaluation and Prediction bridges the gap  from academic to professional analysis of computer performance.

This book makes analytic, simulation and instrumentation-based modeling and  performance evaluation of computer systems components understandable to a wide  audience of computer systems,...
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Dreamweaver MX ExtensionsNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Do you use Dreamweaver? Have you downloaded and installed extensions from the Dreamweaver Exchange, and do you love the whole idea of being able to add objects, behaviors, commands, and so forth, to the program? Do you often find yourself thinking, "If only Dreamweaver did it this way..." or "Why doesn't someone...
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An Introduction to Parametric Digital Filters and OscillatorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
    Since the 1960s Digital Signal Processing (DSP) has been one of the most intensive fields of study in electronics. However, little has been produced specifically on linear non-adaptive time-variant digital filters.
	The first book to be dedicated to Time-Variant Filtering     
	Provides a complete...
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Advanced Topics In Database ResearchIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The Advanced Topics in Database Research book series has been regarded as an excellent academic books series in the fields of database, software engineering, and systems analysis and design. The goal of the book series is to provide researchers and practitioners the latest ideas and excellent works in the fields. This is the fourth volume of the...
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The Firebird Book: A Reference for Database DevelopersApress, 2004
The Firebird Book: A Guide for Database Developers is a comprehensive, practical guide for developing client/server FirebirdSQL database applications for small and large networks of users. FirebirdSQL is an open source database, and while not as popular as MySQL or PostgreSQL, it has a dedicated following, and has far more advanced features.
...
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Practical Methods for Design and Analysis of Complex Surveys (Statistics in Practice)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
"As in the previous edition, this book is a good resource for practitioners and cross-disciplinary researchers who use data from complex survey designs." (Journal of the American Statistical Association, March 2006)
    "The first edition of the book was one of the first books in the excellent Wiley U.K. series on...
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Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband Processing (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Written by three internationally known researchers, this authoritative reference on the merits of MIMO systems provides a sound theoretical basis for its practical implementation. The book also addresses the important issues related to broadband adaptive processing. Physics of Multiantenna Systems and Broadband Processing provides readers...
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